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Food For Defense
Meetings Called
In 10 Communities

15 Die In Mine Explosion

Gridders Capture
Nancy,Stop Her
Strife With Dogs
Nancy, mascot deer at
Butler, like all females has
a soft spot for football
heroes.
Last week Nancy got out
one night and visited backyards of Princeton . .. Came
the dawn and Coach John
was swamped with telephone calls to please come
and get the mild-mannered
animal that had suddenly
become wild and was whaling tar out of pet dogs that
tried to give chase.
So John sent a couple of
his gridmen, Pooch Perry
and Mitchell, and Nancy
immediately ceased her warlike capers and trotted tamely back to her domicile ...
Without even a rope or
strap to tether her.
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The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
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Morale of the trainee Army and reasons
it is not too good have been much in the
public prints and on the air lanes of late;
and, as one who had experience with anoth-
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VOTERS HAVE CHANCE
TO EFFECT CHANGE
,.---Princeton can't stand pat.
Turmoil sweeps the world; and progress
in war time is swift.
Hence,

horse-and-buggy

methods

and

ideas will not work longer ... in fact, have
not served any good purpose last several
years, at City Hall.
Voters should take cognizance of facts
when they cast ballots in the city election
next Tuesday, Nov. 4. As citizens, they
should ask themselves whether they want
Princeton's affairs managed by evasion or
by direct application of modern methods to
problems which arise and to disgraceful
conditions which already have existed too
long here.
Watermelon rinds on the public square.
Trucks parked in front of the fine new
courthouse all day and part of the night.
Sidewalks which are a disgrace to any
self respecting town.
The town's principal thorofare worn out
at the corner which turns by the high
school property.
Double parking, wrong way parking, utter disregard of traffic regulations on busy
principal streets at all hours.
Unfair taxation of some property owners
in order to permit others to escape their
rightful proportion of the burden.
The old, old run-around given to all delegations waiting upon the City Council in
efforts to have grievances alleviated . . .
with the pat excuse that "the city hasn't
the money, tho what you ask certainly
should be done".
Children, yes, and adults too, riding unlighted bicycles after dark along the streets.
Swarms of flies and mosquitoes invading
homes throughout the summer months
(there MUST be reasons for this).
And, of course, there are other pet peeves
you have harbored and wanted to have
something done about.
There is no reason why citizens elected
to manage the city's affairs should not do a
courageous job. They take an oath to do
so, without fear or favor; and most of the
things Princeton lacks or lags behind in
could be done or had if property should be
fairly assessed and taxes collected from
all alike.
Readers of these columns know the men
who are candidates for these highly important offices far better than does the writer
of this piece. They have definite ideas about
how well they can be expected to perform
FOR THE CITY'S BENEFIT, and not to
serve selfish ends or to favor a small circle
of their friends.
It is respectfully suggested here that
Princeton should go forward, progressively-and as speedily as possible, in—the years
which lie ahead; and that, of the men who
are offering to manage the city's affairs

Ilk;

with

ABOUT BETTER

er emergency army, drafted too, here are
some things which appear rather vividly
apparent.
In the matter of pay, the boys
today are a little better off than their pappies were, 20-odd years ago. Also, they have
better uniforms, better food, more liberties,
longer leaves, nicer living quarters; yes,
and better officers.
Whereas we of that other army were
drafted "for the duration" of the national
emergency . . . which was war, these
"selectees" go for a year, or until they become 28 years old, or for longer if this
emergency also runs to actual war. Again,
however, the modern army gets the breaks.
If our boys, who must quit what they are
doing, leave good and comfortable homes,
their own businesses or jobs they like, are
aggravated because stay-at-homes get $10
a day as machinists, powder makers, ordanance employes or in some of the other defense pursuits . . . they are not more irked
than we of that otheg army were when we
saw men who couldn't drive a nail drawing
down $10 and $12 a day as carpenters
right across the Poplar Level road from
where we did artillery drill at Camp Taylor,
in 1917.
If the boys training today are provoked
because they have too few tanks on which to
practice, if they gripe about anti-aircraft
guns being conspicious by their absence, if
they wonder why proper training ships are
not numerous enough for flying cadets ...
they might ask their daddies about when
they did fours hours in a row of artillery
training daily for weeks with ruined French
75s that wouldn't shoot, on half-broke Texas
horses . . . and then never had a hand on a
75 or saw a horse, after they were deemed
ready to fight. Or they might inquire of
those men in South Carolina who, after having two weeks of elementary squad drill,
were sent overseas to become field artillery
replacements, knowing absolutely nothing
about artillery, field or otherwise.
These boys we are training now, in an
army which is neither peace nor war minded, are little different, fundamentally, from
any other young men Uncle Sam has tried
to train to be soldiers . . . except that they
are getting much better treatment and an
infinitely better chance to learn war's business than any quickly raised, too speedily
prepared army ever got or could possible
have.
If we actually were at war, there would
be less grumbling among these young men.
Obviously, some of the talk we now hear
would become seditious if the nation was at
war. Officers could enforce discipline and
there would be less pampering of men,
more serious attention to the business of
learning all possible in a brief period of
time if for no reason than that of self preservation.
Which is a strong argument for an early
declaration of war by the United States.
For at war the nation would be unified
in thought and action; and there would be
less talk about Army morale and such.
A contemporary says the Governor is
"conditioning" the public and the legislators to his program of retaining the present
State tax structure as is . . . Only real
trouble appears likely to come from the
large group that wants the income tax
eliminated. But Keen seems to be in pretty
good condition himself and it is likely he
will have his way.
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PENNYRILE
To get his wealth he spent his
health,
And then with might and main
He turned around and spent his
wealth
To get his health again.
—Unity.
Jim Morgan is a fine young
man, a good farmer responsible for
important acres which produce
food, declared to be our war acein-the hole . . . But Jim, having
been rated IA by the local draft
board and told he had the right
to claim exemption on the farmfood basis, said "Send me. I'm
ready to go."
11111
An observant friend says he
learned long ago that all men
have burnt toast for breakfast
and that he therefore shouldn't
take the other fellow's grouch
seriously . . . And living in several different places has taught
Pennyriler the Gang is about as
easy to get along with once place
as another, getting along depending about 98 percent upon his
own behavior.
As system comes at The Leader,
a little night prowling about the
downtown district reveals that
others besides this reporter and
Doc Jaggers put in night work .
Merl Drain, Saul and Dot Pogrotsky, Philip Stevens, Dr. Bert
Keeney, Dick Gregory were hard
at it the last time I got loose
at night.
1111
Moderns take short cuts . . .
Lady of our house bought teaspoons Monday, because David had
been losing or hiding ours to such
an extent there were not enough
to go 'round, mealtimes . . . So,
she let this youngster carry the
package into the house; and he
lost 'em all at once, instead of
wasting time disposing of 'ern
one at a time.
1111
Bill sez the Butlers ought to of
won that Providence game, altho
all the figures went the other
way. 'Twas too bad, just when
the fans had turned out rather
well once more and morale was
pretty high . . . Four won and
two lost isn't bad however; and
the Tigers will surely win again
. . . altho perhaps not against
Sturgis, next week.
Have you noticed increased
news volume from rural communities, now appearing in The

Leader? Important duty of a good
county seat newspaper is to print
the rural news and this major
improvement in service is a matter of considerable satisfaction to
us. Now literally thousands of
names of folks who live in Caldwell county appear in each issue
of The Leader; which thus records
better the moving history of its
day.
Politics in a few days can be
dismissed, for a time; and thoughts
now go toward Thanksgiving,
then Christmas. Had you realized
it is only eight weeks until Santa
Claus comes again?
IP\
Pennyriler is grateful for letters from both Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmy Dugan, now residents of
Ashland, expressing pleasure in
copies of The Leailer sent them
since they left Princeton. Both
are very much interested in people
and what they are doing here;
and newspaper friends at Ashland advise me the Dugans are
appreciated there.
Workers in the Frankfort office
of the Unemployment Compensation are fined 15 cents if they are
one minute late, (more if later).
Pennyriler learned last Friday ...
And we doubt if they would be
so strictly regulated if this State
agency should be federalized.
Shelbyville had a one-day Tobacco Festival last Friday and
your roving reporter was held
there 40 minutes while a parade
passed from the fairgrounds down
town's Main street . . . Very nice
floats bearing beauty queens and
dignitaries, including Governor
Johnson; bands, school pupils,
ROTC, etc, made fine showing.
And town was really crowded.
Obliging Boy Scouts finally got
me out of town, but not until I
had learned, again, that they
really do things well in central
Kentucky.
"What's Howard
Henderson
gonna do when the current 'news'
about the investigation of State
buying is over?" people at Frankfort queried last weekend. Well,
Howard can still write what he
thinks, as long as that's OK with
the C-J; and it will be OK as long
as people read Howard's stuff.
You gotta admit Howard's smart;
and that many people read what
he writes, even tho they may dislike it.

Laugning M3tter

Walter Brennan,.
Favorite Story
(Mr. Brennan, widely kno
as a character actor, also
admired as one of Ho
wood's best story tellers.)
There was a fellow who
a rocky patch of desert on
to build a home. For a y
sweated to bring order to
chaos, get rid of sagebrus
cactus, and get some lawn
flowers to show.
One hot day a minister
by and stopped to admire.
"What a thing of beauty
exclaimed. "Just think wha
"Lord and you have c
hgoer°de.
"Yeah," said the homest
"You should have seen it a
ago when the Lord had it by
self."
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Washington's Having An Epidemic
Of Chuckles About Life In Army

literary
Guidepost

By Jack Stinnett
Washington. — Counting in
senators, representatives, news
men, and observers, I sometimes think there have
been
more capitalites than soldiers on
army maneuvers this year.
As a result of all the inspections, one of Washington's favorite pastimes now is telling maneuver stories.
Most often heard are those
about the use of imaginary
weapons—like the one about the
private
who
verbally
bangbanged until he was out of
breath at an enemy private
walking down the road. When
the enemy still refused to drop
dead, the irate private shouted
at him: "What's the matter with
you, soldier, I shot you with a
rifle, a pistol and a machine
gun?" The enemy kept on walking, just turning his head to yell
back, "What's the matter with
you, can't you see I'm a tank?"
• •

Model Milk Route
For Grant County

sanitary barns and other modern
equipment. Farmers were encouraged by a rise in milk
Farmers in Grant county have prices, soon after the route was
established a model milk route. established, reports County Agent
Requirements are high, includ- Robert Hume.
ing refrigeration, approved milk
houses, can washers, hot water,

out Louisiana."
By John Selby
Louisiana came in for another
lllll111111111111111111.111110111111111.1.1611.1.111.10111111111111101111iiiiii1
FROM STRAIGHT
one in a story about the hurriSome people like
The season when every pubcane. The 135th Medical corps
h its balm and uncerlisher feels the hot breath of which quite likely is Fitzgearld's
was camper( in lowlands near
And usually
Jennings when the storm blew
his competitor on the back of best writing. I do not know
me as relief from
a flood into the camp. A conhis neck is on us. They are quite why "The Great Tycoon"
adaches . . . But right
racing now to see whether they is published in its truncated In Standard Old Line Comscientious lieuenant, eager to
unsurpassable,
iceless,
be positive that all his men had
cannot get everything out be- state, although it does show that
panies . . . Safety for Your
lder, tinted with all
gotten out, went wading knee
fore Christmas. And there are its author was at work on a
lore, is being undone.
novel which might have rivaled Property and Peace of Mind
too many books—
deep down the company street,
t be appreciated from
Helen Hedrick's "The Blood "Gatsby" when finished and re- for Yourself.
poking his head into every tent.
window but the hills
Remembers" is well out in front, vised. And the way in which
In one, he discovered a grinning
all around Princeton,
although it is a novel of still an- the incomplete work is allowed
private, sitting cross-legged on
ul . . . And it doesn't
other "last frontier." There have to tail off into some not too
his cot, holding a stick in his
, dull the immaginaPhone 25
been a half dozen last literary closely related notes seems odd,
hand from which dangled
a
Princeton, Hy.
da makes a guy stand
frontiers in the 12 months just to say the least. (Scribners;
couple of yards of stout cord.
just look on . . . Late
gone. Mrs. Hedrick's story is of $2.75).
"Whit the devil are you doing?"
are added attractions
the mountanious border between
the lieutenant shouted. The soldpretty
technicolor
ady
California and Oregon, of a peoier eyed his officer in disgust.
soy smoke from
a
George Hill (above), a secre- ple more than a little touched
"Can't you see sir? I'm fishing.
early autumn fires
tary of Rep. Hamilton Fish, R. with dark savagery, and of an
The tent's full of 'em."
bright harmless sun• • •
N.Y., was released on $5,000 extraordinary man and a woman
•ng softness to quiet
From Virginia comes the story bond in Washington on two to match. It is a "he-she" book,
s
. Trees, shot
but a different one. (Knopf;
of how a scouting party amcharges of prejury before
a $2.50).
he colors of barber
bushed an army truck with two
grand jury investigating the accoltish clothing, stand
When a real panic strikes the
trailers. They blocked the road
a gesture of friendtivities of foreign agents in the land it can disintegrate the lives
But these aren't the only and poured mythical shells into
to winter's leaving
of the important people just as
stories being told and some of truck and trailers. Out of one of United States.
and coldly alone.
readily as it can ruin Steinbeck's
them have a little more basis the latter hopped a distressed
little fellows. John Harriman has
>>
little man. Waving wildly, he
in fact.
Home ownership means protection from loss of
IS A TIME OF
tried, and successfully, to show
For instance, word came to rushed up to the jubilant capyour own independence and hope for the future.
ands season of rein "The Career of Philip Hazen"
one battalion in Louisiana to end tors. "You can't capture us," he
en thoughts may go
what happens to loyalties and inmaneuvers. It was pouring rain screamed. "We're the army's onBefore you buy, build or modernize, it will pay
ther Fall . . . another
tegrities and such among the
and the boys were standing ly mobile tailor shop." And so
you to investigate the advantages of securing a Fedhen something etched
The increased milk production Fifth Avenue-Bailey's Beach set
they
were.
ankle-deep in mud. As the orderal Loan here and profit by our experience with
the mind to lie for
Both Texas and the imaginary which the Secretary of Agricul- when the sand washes from uner was given, one soldier piped
Home Loan Problems. We have helped more than five
chaps forever, in
derneath
their
foundations.
.
.
.
ture
asks
for
next
year
can
be
equipment
come
in for a little
up: "Swell, now let's all sing
hundred home owners.
rmacy. It brings back
(Howell,
Soskin;
$2.50).
had
by
better
feeding
and
manribbing
in
the yarn about the
'God Bless America'—and leave
"Anthony
Trani"
is
or somber . . .
another
in
agement,
without
buying
addiregiment that had beat its way
s or
those
little
for seven days through the bone tional cows, says Dr. Fordyce the series of American novels
d under a blanket of lean face is missed by more dry prohibition counties in the Ely of the University of Ken- upon which J. Hyatt Downing
hts, that we like to than a few . . . Y' just can't Sabine river sector. During a tucky College of Agriculture has been working for some
f . . . It recalls past tell who Harry Joiner and Hol- rest period on a forced march, alio Home Economics. This state- years. It continues the adventthat went hand-in- lis Mitchell is courtin' . . . J. L. a sergeant saw one of his men ment is made in a leaflet called ures of the fiery young. Anthony
gay fancy or miser- Groom whispered Jimmy Carr pawing the air with one foot "More Milk for National De- who left Sioux City for a meteoric career in a St. Paul bank—
sness .
. Smiles, ought to bring his clothes to and gesturing endlessly with a fense."
days and even death the Office of Dirt Conservation, crooked elbow. "What goes on
Efficient use of pastures in and came back when the meteor
Henrietta Hotel Building
I Autumntime when if he's gonna live there . . . here?" bellowed the sergeant. season, and of hay and silage exploded in the harsh atmosfalling and
the Margaret June denies the Carr The private wailed, "Shucks, the rest of the time, offers lien- phere of the 1893 panic. Anthony
Princeton, Ky.
—:—
—:—
Telephone 46
trips
and
that
means
somebody Sarge,
being touched by
I'm just having a few lucky farmers an opportunity to had good stuff in him, and
is
lying . . Posies to the formand that heralded
imaginary beers. After seven produce more milk and butter- eventually his business affairs
It is a time, unlike er Miss Mary Wells Tanner and days in this country, it don't fat at low cost, he believes. In straightened out; his personal
eason, that is ac- her Choice . . . Nat Baker is take much imagination."
a fall like the present one, it life proved more difficult. (Put
frequently with en- a very pleasant dry cleaning
Whenever army pay is men- often is necessary to feed grain, man (Putman $2:50).
When F. Scott Fitzgerald died
But with a note handy-man of late . . . Jim tioned, you are certain to hear especially to fresh or high-prolast December he left behind
calm waiting
and Glover and Vrginia Harrison about the Asheboro, N. C., cafe ducing cows.
look like a combination . . . The owner who,
In view of increased foreign part of a new novel to be called
ess.
in addition to dishstory about James Ratliff and ing
out steaks and French fries demand and government support "The Great Tycoon." This fragX) 0
MILIES, surround- Addie Rowland might turn out was his own cashier. He already of the market, it is stated in ment is being published now to- CONSECUTIVE No. 0000
estime wealth, rest to be drama, leading thru the was in a lather when one of the the leaflet that "no substantial gether with "The Great Gatsby,"
ir stake will last rose-bordered path to Happy- soldiers handed him a 60-cent lowering of the price of milk
NAME OF VOTER
ter 'til Spring when land . . . Mainstreet thinks the check anci, a $1,000 bill, with the would be expected to result
'get on their feet feeling is mutual.
casual comment, "Sorry, that's from a 6 or 8 percent increase
Residence
Reg. No
Those with plenty
>>
the smallest I have." The cafe in production."
PRINCETON PANORAMA ... man screamed,
Dr. Ely believes that farmnt life a winter of
"But I can't
ers should not rob their own ,
bring . . . Hoboes Dorothy Ann Davis, our busy- change a $1,000 bill!"
(Perforation)
ese go south . . . bee soc. ed and live-wire ad
Another buck private stepped families of milk and milk pro
ace of fall trudges seller here at the Leader, re- forward with a calm, "I can," ducts, in order to increase then
n enevitable end, ceiving congrats on her wearing and peeled off nine one-hund- milk or butterfat sales. No on,.
le in nature's Book of a color besides brown . . . reds, four twenties, a ten and he says, is urged to sell milk
(Dot likes the color and says all two fives.
which should be used on the
, chapters.
her clothes are some shade of it
farm where it is - produced, no
>>
'matter how attractive the price
F MAIN STREET: cepting one or two articles) . .
may be.
as hand sparkles Robbie Lou and Reg fast becomThe leaflet deals with feeding
the date has been ing regular lookers-into-eachFloyd
county dairy cows and gives several
Farmers in
r next . . . Becky others-eyes . . . Providence ledy
have sown
120,000 kinds of grain rations for cows
esn't like the tune saying "We beat Princeton and would
I'll be Back in a all my worries are over" . . . pounds of vetch and rye on pasture.
. Maybe it's sorta R. J. Kem, tiger back, sporting seed grass, if it had been avail. Al Gross, recent a big arm bump, placed there able, says S. L. Isbell, the county secured as a grant of aid
he Throng, is cast- by a referee's number 10 shoe... agent. As it was, 234 farmers through the Agricultural Conas sowed 40,000 pounds of rye grass servation program. Rye and barin many directions Assortment of black eyes
Is seem to like the badges of courage on Butler seed and 419 farmers sowed an ley also were sown for feed and
.
Harold Rudd's ft. ball players day after games. equal amount of vetch seed cover crops.
The 1942 G-E table models have
just arrived — and we honestly
think they're the best-looking
radios we've ever seen! Whether
it's smooth mahogany, or ivory
plastic, or a finely grai71 walnut
veneer model . . . eve cabinet
has been designed svit an eye
to beauty!
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PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

We Sell U. S. Defense Saving Bonds.

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT

LOOK AT
THESE
BEAUTIES!

TOWN ELECTION
FREDONIA, KY.

Cover Crop Seedings
Big In Floyd County

VOTE THIS WAY!

ew Conservative Ticket

To The Voters Of Princeton
If elected, we, the New Conservative Ticket Nominees,
pledge our best services in an effort to give to Princeton
permanent growth, clean and sanitary streets, wholesome
laws, better fire equipment and protection, but before we
can make definite promises regarding all improvements, it
will be necessary to know the city's financial condition as
we only promise such street and other improvements as can
be done without depressing our property with debt or
burdening our citizenship with heavy taxes.

Model 1500—Monied mahogany plastic
cabinet won top award for styling in
nationwide contest. Plays on At. or
DC house current. Superheterodyne
circuit. Dynamic Speak-

As the emblem of our ticket, an "Open Book," indicates,
we believe in the people having full knowledge of what
takes place in municipal affairs.

St

$13.95

We have made no pledges as to city employees, but we
shall use our best efforts to select capable, efficient employees, merit to be our guide in making selections.

Citizens Ticket

Peoples Ticket

For Town Trustee
(Vote for Five)

Fir Town Trustee
(Vote for Five)

RAY BLACKBURN

ED. PHELPS

L. C. FOLEY

DAVE PERKINS

D. 0. BOAZ

FRANK CONGER

TOM GRUBBS

VELDON YANDELL

GEORGE SCOTT

We promise honesty and efficiency in the management
of the city's affairs, and hope for a prosperous, forwardlooking Princeton.
or Mayor—
DR. W. L. CASH

Moth.1 1400 — Phys on AC Of DC
house torrent. Superheterodyne with
Broed•Band RP Stage for strong reception of far-away itetions. Built-in
8,.m-.Scope. Dynamic;Sti••k•r.
Continental styled cabins, a a
j
Zia
in mahogany plastic

We favor wise economy in the expenditure of the city's
money, but we think it unwise for the city's machinery, espment, to suffer for repairs.
pecjaisy the fire fighting

0

other and pledge our word that,
We covenant with
n, each of us will serve the full
el
in the event
ice unless death or some circumterm of our r
L ve no control shall arise.
stance over whie

At,0

or Councilmen —
J. H. MORGAN
U. CONWAY LACEY
HUGH BLACKBURN
A. P. YATES
TOM HAMMONDS
JOE B. JONES

Finally, in all't14gs, we promise a sane, safe, conservative administration of municipal affairs and to this end
we solicit and covet your vote and influence.

ELECTION, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 4

Princeton Lumber
Company

New Conservative Ticket Nominees

Phone 260
was

I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of the Caldwell County Court, do
hereby certify the above is a correct facsimile of the ballot
to be used in the Fredonia Town Election to be held Tuesday, November 4, 1941.

Philip Stevens
Clerk, Caldwell County.

Every member of our church is
urged to attend the meeting
faithfully. Visiting friends are
most cordially welcome. The
morning services through the
week at 10 a. m. In the evening
our services begin at 7:15. We
are expecting a great day SunCENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
day. It would be good to see
CHURCH
all who are enrolled in the Bible
Sunday School at 9:45.
School present. We are expectMen's Bible Class, 9:45.
ing 200 in our Baptist Training
Morning worship, 10:45, with a
Union.
senior student from the Louisville Presbyterian Seminary ocFIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
cupying the pulpit.
Bible School, 9:45. Some of the
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
classes reached their goals Sunday, but we want to make this
J. G. Cothran, Pastor
the greatest day in our Bible
Sunday School at 9:45.
Morning Worship at 11.
School. Come one; Come all.
Morning worship, 10:55 o'clock.
Baptist Training Union at 8.
Evening worship service at Evangelist Jones will bring this
7:15.
message and you will want to
You are cordially invited to hear him.
worship with us in our services
Sunday evening worship, 7:30.
through our meeting.
Young people, 6:30. Groups for
Those who are coming to our every age.
services are delighted with the
Regular Sunday afternoon Sersplendid work of our visiting vices will be held at the Lewispreacher and singer. They are town Christian Church at 2:30.
doing a fine work in our meet- Rev. Brooks, the pastor, will
ing for which we are grateful. preach.

Yes, this and every other A&P ad
is a guide to some of the best food
values in town! For the foods you
buy in your A&P Market are not only
delightfully low-priced . . . they're
high quality, delicious foods, tool
Just try them and see! Come for
meats and poultry, fruits and rev-

APRICOTS
APPLE SAUCE, A&P

No. 2 can 10c

2 No. 2 cans 21c

PEACHES, Iona, Halves
2 No. 2% cans

38c

PEARS, Iona, Bartlett No. 2% can 21c
CRANBERRY SAUCE
25c
2 17-oz. cans
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Sultana
28c
2 tall cans

2

meetings

CIGARETTES
COOKIES, Weltman Assorted
2 14-oz. bags
20c
EXCELL CRACKERS 2 lb. box He
FRUIT CAKE, Sultana 5 lb. layer 1.23
LAYER CAKE, Halloween...ea. 39c
BAR CAKE
each 18c
CANDY BARS, Mars, Clark,
Hershey
3 for 10c

15c
21c
23c
27c
19c
Ilc

CABBAGE iF,,irds 3 Lb' .10
Idaho Potatoes 10 LBab.g .31
' .35
Yellow Onions 10 Lb
Bag
No.
S.
Potatoes U.
1 15 4
1 .30
Lb.
.21
Cranberries Head.CelloBag
iceberg
2 Hds'.20
Lettuce n
Stalk
.06
Celery Fresh
Hd.
Cauliflower
.19
Bunch
.06
TURNIPS
2 For .15
Cocoanuts
Bunch
.08
,CARROTS
Fine
APPLES Cookers 6 Lb'.30

"
LucCream Cheese
Swiss Cheese
Loaf Cheese
1.21 Roll Butter
Fresh Eggs
OLEO

lb

PICKLES

10c
31c
32c
27c
29c

2

1
lb

Silverbrook

25c
28c

1-2
Gal
Jar

lb.

Guaranteed

11c
29c
29c
26c

Doz.

Sure Good

ih

16cI ARMOUR'S TREET
29c

Can
Gravy
BALLARDS FLOUR, plain
$1.14
24 lb. bag
FLOUR, Sunnyfield, plain
80c
24 lb. bag
PANCAKE FLOUR, SunnyfieId
Ile
2 20-oz. pkgs.
SYRUP, Ann Page
Maple Flavored ...12-oz. jar 13c
KARO SYRUP, Blue... 5-1b. pail 32c

Sour Or
Dill

New Mealin-a-Minute
Meat

12 oz can

30c

Get Top Quality Plus Sayings at A & P Meat Depts.
QUALITYC

EASY TO MAKE
PERFECT COFFEE
EVERY TIME WITH
Custom Ground

8 O'CLOCK

'4NILAll BACON

lb 25e
Smoked Jowl BACON lb 17e
Pure PORK SAUSAGE lb 27e
lb 32e
HAMS
C
S NO
FD
KED
BOLOGNA
lb.
PORK ROAST, Shoulder
lb.
SLICED BACON, Sunnyfield Breakfast, lb.
BACON SQUARES, cello wrapped....lb.
PORK LIVER
lb.

BY THE PIECE

20c
24e
Mc
22c
23c

WHOLE OR
SHANK HALF'
HADDOCK FILLETS
SEA TROUT, dressed
FRESH FISH, Buffalo
OYSTERS, standard
GREEN SHRIMP, uncooked

I

lb.
lb.
lb.
pint
lb.

23c
Ilc
14c
31c
25c

Tans 22c I

dexo

Funeral services for Tom Tosh,
77-year-old citizen of the Fredonia Valley community, who
died at his home there Thursday
night, were held Friday afternon at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church at 2 o'clock.
Burial was in Norman Cemetery.
Death followed an attack of
pneumonia.
Mr. Tosh was born and reared
in Caldwell County and was a
prominent member of his community.
Besides his widow, he is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Minnie
Waters, Waltonville, Ill., two
sisters, a brother and the following grandchildren: Gene,Delbert. Buford Tosh and Mrs. Sylvan Winn, all of Caldwell county; Geniveve and Billy Waters,
and Mrs. Owen 1.1nderwood,
Waltonville; and Geneva Corley, Crider.

COFFEE

Mr. Ira C. McCoy, Sinclair
Distributor in Hopkins and
Caldwell counties, was a business
visitor here Monday night.

FOR RENT: Seven room house
with modern conveniences, located on Groom street, just off
S. Jefferson. Phone 535, Robert
Jacobs.
ltp

FOR RENT: Three apartments,
furnished or unfurnished, private
baths and entrances, innerspring
mattresses a n d
refrigeration.
Parties leaving city. Apartments
can be rented in either two,
three or four rooms. Minor Metcalf, 406 W. Main St.
ltp
MALE HELP WANTED: Good
Watkins route open now in
Princeton. No car or experience
necessary;
Watkins
Company
largest and best known
and
products easiest sold; usual
earnings $20 to $35 a week.
Write J. R. Watkins Company,
70-82 W. Iowa Ave., Memphis,
Tenn.
ltp.
WANTED TO RENT: Modern
house, about five rooms with
bath. Write particulars giving
price and location. Paul Whitehead, General Delivery, Princeton. Ky.
2tp.

World's Largest Seller

2 lbs 39c
RED CIRCLE
2 lbs. 45c
Bokar, 2 lbs. 49 ,

1 100% pure vegetable shortening

Te OMATO SOUP
i

lb

3lb can

58c

tirsda , Octohei

Al Your
TONIGHT & FRIDAY

'ew Maple
rapidly the maple tree.
t had not seen the sun
uced its brilliant green
When the spring had come,
But autumn's flag is furlin.
down
leaves are la
ttod all the

ANIMATED ANTICS
BOB BENCHLEI
"The Wizard of Arts"
"The Forzottes
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

SATURDAY -:- 3 FEATURES!

FOR SALE: Gas heater, like
new, beautiful circulator; tempo
gas heater and new burner.
Minor Carey. W. Main St.

CLARENCE
RUDDINGTON
REILAND'S
FUNNIEST
SATURDAY
EVENING POST
ti OR I

MARJORII

WEAVER
TED

NORTH
'
Of.*1

JOAN

DAVIS

TOM 1,11
/RANK COGmL.
ft::
PVNK SPAIN TAINHI,

SUNDAY -:- MONDAY -:- TUE,
Wiet'oe Rostancimf cot
to the irresistible rhythms of
Glea. Miller's Orchestral

1 SONJA

JOHN

.HENIE • PAYNE

GLENN MILLER
and his Orchestra
Milton BIM • Lynn SAM
Pi
These Delightful Short Units!
DONALD DUCK CARTOON
A M-G-M MIS
"The Ghost
"Old McDonald's Duck"
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS

I DAY -:- WEDNESDAY 07s

A PERSONAL MESSAGE
from the MANAGEMENT!
Something will happen to
you after you see this enduring picture... just as it has
to everyone who has seen it
For it is unlike any picture
you have even seen!
It fathoms that precious
thing called PEACE... holds
it up as a blazing emblem
toof a
allthumanity for inspiration

tilMNANO

"THE GREAT COMMANDMENT" is a picture which w.as well as all others in the
film industry, are proud.
See it for your own sake!
Sincerely,
T. J. Simmons
NOTE! OUR REGULAR WEEKLY

The marriage of Miss
;
to
wells Tanner
Mr. •
ph Davis, Chicago,
ated Saturday mor
. 25, at 9:30 o'clock, at
paul's Catholic Church,
•
the Rev. Fr. Joseph Spaul.
ading the impressive si
' g ceremony.
The bride was attired in
lute satin wedding gown
iute veil, and carried a w'
tin-bound prayer book,
hich was pinned a boquet
hite gardenias. The maid
nor, Miss Betty Nell Murp
ore pink taffeta and a wre
pink rosebuds in her h ,
' Murphy is a cousin of
• e.
The bride's rosary of lapis
heirloom of the groo
having been brought
country from Italy seve
ears ago. It is 200 years old.
The bridegroom and best rnceeph Loftus, was dressed
be conventional blue.
Mrs. Barney Jones softly pl.
"Leibstraum" during
goesony and Miss Sarah Ad Canaingham sang •Gouno•
"Ave Maria".
The church was beautifu I
deo:mated with green ferns a
white
chrysanthemums,
wi
taadie-lighted tapers on bo
ides of the altar.
Attending the wedding
several out-of-town relatives a
friends and
numerous lo.
friends.
Immediately. following t
wedding breakfast given at
Henrietta Hotel, at which me
--rs of the family and nur the hospital attended,
lag couple left for Los An:
California, where they
.d.ce their home.
The bride is the daughter-. I. B. Tanner, superint
of the Princeton Hospita

Merry Maids
The Merry Maids Club met
the home of Miss Dorothy C.

Coats Eloq
of Superio
Quality . . .

BARGAIN PRIC

1 IC & 20c
WILL PREVAIL ON THIS ATTRACTIO

IomlePAGESofrR(mTI
.:
:Ni)"F
NtI,EXTcTcHURS

FOR SALE: Nine room house
and lot, located 410 S. Harrison
St. Will sell or sacrifice. See Al
Thomas Page.
tfx
FOR RENT-6-room
Phone 635

with stain,
there's the maple's ern,
gown
upon the earth again
scarlet spilling maple t
never saw the frost
with some disparagena
the leaves are lost,
king how its branch
fare
When not a leaf can grow,
All unaware its boughs s
wear
The regal white of snow.
Elizabeth Jane Astl

Tanner-Davis

•
Thomas M. Tosh

32c
41c
loaf 63c
CLASSIFIED ADS
38c
30c
14c

Cans

TOMATOES lona 2 No. 21'2 cans
PEAS, A&P Fancy 2 No. 2 cans
CORN, A&P white or
golden
No. 2 can
GREEN BEANS, Iona 3 No.2 cans
SOUP VEGETABLES
4 cans
SPINACH, A&P
2 No. 2 cans

Saltana
With

RED BEANS
MUSTARD
qt. jar
SALAD DRESSING,
Ann Page
qt. jar
EVAP. MILK, Whitehouse
4 tall cans
PEANUT BUTTER, Sul. 2 lb. jar
CAMPBELLS SOUP, Most
Varieties
3 cans

Popular
Brands

Deaths and
Funerals

ty will be held as shown on the
following schedule:
White-November 3, 8:30 a.m.
Lewistown-Nov. 3, 10:15 a.m.
Friendship--Nov. 4, 2:00 p.m.
Cobb-Nov. 11, 8:30 a.m.
J. W. Nichols, for 35 years
Flat Rock-Nov. 11, 10:30 a.111. widely known in the Rufus secFarmeraville-Nov. 12, 9
tion of Caldwell county as opButler-Nov. 12, 10:20 a.m.
erator of a store there, died
Hall-Nov. 14.
suddenly of a heart attack last
Records of completed projects Thursday morning, Oct. 23, at
agricultural the home of his son, Urey, 312
some
(including
projects that are not yet com- Eagle street, with whom he had
plete) will be turned in and made his home the last six
certificates of award will be years.
issued at this meeting.
, He is survived by his widow
sand four children Urey and LynLocal Cattle Market
dol, of this city, Horace Wood
Was Higher Monday
Nichols, Murphy, N. C., and Mrs.
The cattle market was report- Claybourne Morse, Cincinnati;
ed fully 50 cents higher at Mon- two grandchildren, Yvonne and
Princeton James Hoy Nichols; two brothday's sales at the
Livestock Company's yards here, ers, W. Hampton and Calvin W.
with 805 head being sold. Hogs Nichols and several nieces and
topped at $1.35, long fed steers nephews.
at $11 and No. 1 veals at $13.30.
Funeral services were held
from the Nichols residence FriMr. B. T. Daum spent last day afternoon with the Rev. J.
week-end in Connorsville, Ind. G. Cothran in charge. Miss VirMcCaslin, Mrs. Frank
ginia
Giannini, Ed. J. Egbert and Dr.
Power Wolfe sang hymns. Burial
occurred in Cedar Hill cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Hugh and
Guy Blackburn Leslie Eison, J.
Brooks Ware, Luther Sigler and
Arthur Dearing.
Flowerbearers: Mesdames Orman Travis, Buddy Loftus, Roy
Ward, E. T. LaNeave, W. J.
Kennedy and Richard Mitchell.

Wisconsin
KOLA, Ginger Ale or Root Beer
SWIFTS PREM
12 oz can 29c
Yukon Club-6 12-oz. bots.. 21c
ARMOURS Corned Beef
COCA COLA
6 bots 25c
Hash
2 cans 34c
TOMATO JUICE, Iona
Domestic
3 24-oz. cans
29cSALMON
1
Alaska
2 cans 35c, Mel-O-Bit, American or Brick
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, Sweet or Nat
'
c TUNA FISH Sultana.'.No I% can 16c
46 oz. can
17
ORANGE JUICE
16-oz. can 25c SARDINES Oval
No. 1 can 11c

Carton
Plus
Tax

of

30

NAMMINIMANI

GRAPEFRUIT
4 for 20c

33c

2 1-2
N0
Can

2

November

the 4-H clubs of Caldwell coun-

Oscar L. Alnertson (above), 43
a blacksmith and church elder
in Los Angeles, Calif.,
was
booked on suspicion of murder
in the strange death of John
Krnetz, 54-year-old gardner. Mrs.
Kmetz, widow of the victim,
told a coroner's jury her husband died a few minutes after
taking two vigor-restoring pills
received in the mail.
-AP Telemat

OATS, Sunnyfield
lg. pkg.
Quick or Reg.
QUAKER OATS, Quick or
lg. pkg.
Reg
CORN FLAKES, Sunnyfield
3 lg. pkgs.
KELLOGGS CORN FLAKES
3 pkgs
BRAN FLAKES, Sunnyfield
2 15-oz. pkgs.
PUFFS, Sunnyfield-wheat
or rice
2 pkgs.

Date & Nut Bread

The

ININAININNNNONIION
[

J. W. Nichols

tables, groceries, baked goods, dairy
products, candy ... and watch your
family put them away with a will!
You save because A&P's prices are
not burdened with extra handling
charges and middleman's profits. It
profits YOU to shop at A&P!

Iona
California
Haloes

Club News

Figures In tase
Of Death-By-Mail

VALUE GUIDE
TO SAVINGS
BLACKBERRIES

Thursday, October

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, K

Page Four

Nelly

Don

DRESSES
house.

FOR SALE-Used Model "B"
John Deere Tractor with cultivator; Used two row Mc-Dg Farman Cultivator; Used Fordson
Tractor; Used C-30 International
Truck; Used Plymouth Pickup
Truck; Used 10-20 Mc-Dg Tractor; I used McCormick-Deering,
'42 combine; 1 used McCormickDeering No. 5 Hammermill; 1
used Dodge truck. See
these
bargains Now!-Princeton Implement Co. Phone 78.
It

ATRA
,,,,BRtN1yo
1:°Ki
/D41A817‘°A1Yf",mpA-

1atPN1ru0tiN1154

lairsday, October 30, 1941
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Gresham Pettit, Michigan City,
program. The
man, W. Main St., Wednesday
a "Dr. I.
Mich., visited his parents, Mr.
humorous biographical sketches
night at 7:30, in called session
the maple tree
of the various members caused
and Mrs. Gayle Pettit, Cadiz Rd.
to discuss plans for a Halloweow r apidly
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
great merriment. A barnyard
'en Party, to be given Friday
last week-end.
t had not seen the sun
contest revealed much hidden
Miss Dorothy O'Hara, student Fredonia, on the birth of an
-0.1iiced its brilliant greenery night in the basement of the
talent in the art of imitation.
the spring had come,
at WSTC, spent last week-end eight-pound baby boy Saturday,
Kentucky Utilities office.
A spiritual rendered by the
..iitunin's flag is furling
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. October 25. He has been named
Members present were Misses
class trio closed the meeting for
Dennis Wring.
Earnest O'Hara.
down
Mable Johnston, Katherine Kevil,
the evening and the class in
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee GilMrs. Lester Cartwright spent
d all the leaves are bright Ann Collier, Flora Jane Koldeparting expressed sincere
last week-end in Louisville, key, Route 2, on the birth of
tinsky, Imogene Chandler, Louise
with stain,
thanks to the hostess for the
where Mr. Cartwright is em- a son, October 21. He has been
nd there's the maple's crimson Kevil, Nancy Catlett, Virginia
hospitality extended.
named Robert Earl.
ployed.
gown
Wylie, Helen Hopper, Margaret
Those present were Mesdames
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kenneday,
Mrs. Claybourne
Mr. and
upon the earth again.
June Childress Ruth and RobLillian Gianina, George Duke
Morse and Messrs. Luther Princeton, on the arrival of a
carlet spilling maple tree bie Lou Hobgood.
Horace son, on October 23. He has been
Henrietta Young, Maggie Oliver,
and
Morse, Creasey
t never saw the frost
Lula Beckner, Bobbie Brown,
Nichols, Murphy, N. C., Mr. and named Robert Dickson.
its with some disparagement
Ruth Quisenberry, Lucile Leech,
Mrs. A. A .Chapin and Miss
the leaves are lost,
•
May Morris, Maggis Martin, Lena
Mabel Ruth Nichols, Dyer, Tenn., Stevens and Lester Stanley were
hillking how its branch shall
Blackburn, Frances Watson, Lauattended the funeral of Mr. Jim visitors in Hopkinsville last
fare
Mrs. Kenneth Barnes wos hosra McGuirk, Nannie Guess, FanNichols here last week.
Frit ay.
'hen not a leaf can grow,
tess to members of the Booklovnie Blackburn, Ora Newsom,
Mrs. Bill Miller, N. Jefferson
rs. Graycia von Olszewski
11 unaware its boughs shall ers Club at her home on W.
Iva
Morse,
in
Vera
relatives
Dessie Pickens,
St., is visiting
as returned from a visit to New
wear
Main St., Wednesday, October
DeBoe, Floris Shuttleworth; MisClarksville, Tenn. this week.
York City and Washington, D.
he regal white of snow.
22.
ses Minnie Crowder, Emma
Mrs. Floyd Scott was the
Elizabeth Jane Astley.
The rogram was given at the
Gene Spearman
Morse, Birch Cummins, Ethel
guest of Mrs. J. C. Ferrell in
Mr. and Mrs. Briscoe Langley
home of Mrs. Bernice McCaslin
Quisenberry and
Maude
Bright,
Paducah last week.
and children, Barbara and Jodie,
Brown
C.
Second
E.
Rev.
Educational director,
Davis with Mrs. Kenneth Barnes
Stevens.
Among the out-of-town visit- Providence, spent Sunday here
Pastor First Baptist Church, Seth
Baptist Church, Little Rock,
reading the poetry written by
ors at the Christian Church Re- with relatives.
The marriage of Miss Mary a former Princeton girl, Miss Warren, Ark., who is doing the
Ark., who is directing the singvival Monday night were: Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Byrd Guess, Frenow in
Mr. Reno Margaret June Wallace.
Tanner to
ing in the meeting at the First
Mrs. preaching at the revival
and Mrs. Dulaney Holt, Mr. and donia, were visitors here TuesBaptist Church here this week
Davis, Chicago, was Davis played organ selections as progress at the First Baptist
Mrs. Homer Doughty and Bro. day.
and next.
lehrated Saturday morning, accompanist to Mrs. Barnes' Church.
and Mrs. Thomas, all of Sturgis,
Friends will be glad to know
was
shower
anticipation
An
at
St.
o'clock,
t. 25, at 9:30
selections.
Bro. Thomas is pastor of the that Mrs. C. F. Cherry, who has
Outland,
W.
J.
Mrs.
for
given
PhilA.
V.
Mrs.
of
home
with
the
were at
mil's Catholic Church,
Delicious refreshments
First Christian Church of Stur- been a patient at the Madison
by the Missionary Soe Rev. Fr. Joseph Spaulding served during the social hour lips, Darby St., with Mrs. Harry Fredonia,
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn., for
Christian
First
the
of
cieties
Randolph as hostess.
acting the impressive single at the home of Mrs. Barnes.
Mrs. Gordon Brown and child- the past four weeks, has reat
afternoon
Thursday
church
Meswere
Members present
' g ceremony.
Mrs. ft. L. Hillyard, Marion, ren, Detroit are visiting friends turned to her home.
received
dames Bert Keeney, Harry Long, 2:00. The recipient
The bride was attired in a
Mr. Aubrey Rowland, Detroit,
Route 5, is in the hospital this and relatives here this week.
singwith
social
A
gifts.
many
Jack Mason, C. F. Engelhardt,
hite satin wedding gown and
Gerald Baker, Eddyville, is visiting his brother, Roy
Mrs.
treatment.
for
week
refreshand
enjoyed
was
ing
A. B. Moss, Hugh Cherry, Harry
hite veil, and carried a white
Mrs. Homer Rowland and family, Marion Rd.,
Rachel
Miss Velda Lemon, Marion, visited her sister,
on
Long, V. A. Phillips and Harry ments were served by
tin-bound prayer book,
the
last Friday. and other relatives in
here
Patterson
Ray
Monday
met
Club
Those
Evitom
The
Baker.
my
Vivian
Turley and
submitted to an appendecto
Randolph.
-hich was pinned a boquet of
Mrs. J. S. Murphy, Cobb, visit- county.
night, October 27, at the home
were: Mesdames D. 0. Tuesday morning, and is impresent
delicious
a
of
games,
the
maid
After
The
gardenias.
ihite
Mrs. Elizabeth Kevil, who is
ed her daughter, Mrs. George
of Miss Martha Harris, W. Main salad course was served.
Boaz, A. J. Eldridge, J. W. Out- proving nicely.
oiler. Miss Betty Nell Murphy,
employed in Louisville, spent
Smiley, here Saturday.
St., for their first meeting of
Beck, Laura Beck,
Paul
land,
Princeton,
Luttrell,
wreath
W.
a
R.
Mr.
and
we pink taffeta
Mrs. Bertha Noeinger, Jack- last week-end with friends and
the season.
Veldon Yandell, Coy Moore, J. J. is improving after injuries he
f pink rosebuds in her hair.
son, Mississippi, is v i s it i n g relatives here.
J. J.
group was entertained
Young,
The
Lester
Rogers,
a
from
fell
he
when
the
of
received
' Murphy is a cousin
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Dawson,
friends and relatives here.
with a Hallowe'en party, folKoon, C. H. Brockmeyer, Lloyd wagon last week.
Among the out-of-town visit- Solitude, Indiana, visited relasession.
J.
business
Ackridge,
the
lowing
John
Wadlington,
Princeton,
Farmer,
Euen
Mrs.
bride's rosary of lapis was
Sunday
Bible
The Fidelis
ors at the Tanner-Davis wedding tives here last week-end, and
Those present were Misses
A. Wilson, Tom Grubbs, William is improving after a major opiieirloom of the groom's
here Saturday were: Mr. and attended the Christian Church
Lou School Class of the First Bap- Young Jeff Watson, Misses Mary
Robbie
Eldred,
Wilson
Mary
last
to
eration she submitted
having been brought to
Mrs. Matthew Cabot, Louisville; revival while here.
Martha tist Church held its regular Ellen Boaz, Lily Wilson, Rachel Ingram,
Cleo
Hobgood,
week.
visitis country from Italy several
Mrs. W. C. Tanner, Owensboro; J Miss Virginia Morgan
Hobgood, Archie quarterly meeting Friday night, Turley, Georgia Boaz, Vivian
Ruth
•
Harris,
is
Mrs. J. F. Dorroh, Crane,
of
ears ago. It is 200 years old.
Mrs. James Wade, Fulton; Mrs. ing Miss Jane Pepper in Bay
J. B October 24, at the home
Mesdames
Outland
and
Charles
Dunning
Master
Baker,
improving, after treatment for
T' bridegroom and best man,
Watson, Mechanic St.
J. P. Murphy and son, Joseph, City, Texas this week.
Maxwell, Harold McGowan, Wil- Mrs. Fred
and Jerry Thomas. Those send- several weeks.
11 Loftus, was dressed in
Mr. Mack Spickard is ima pot-luck dinand daughter, Betty Nell, of
enjoying
After
Elder.
attend
Charles
not
and
son Routt,
gifts who did
inventional blue.
proving after several
by the ing
served
City.
was
Central
which
ner
a
was
Mrs.
Rowland
Brasher,
Miss Adeline
were, Mrs. Cecil
Barney Jones softly playMesdames J. W. Lamb, Philip illness.
refreshment committee the class
guest.
Adrian Faught and Mrs. Eliza. "Leibstraum" during the
went to the living room where
Newberry.
beth
Adelia
emony and Miss Sarah
the meeting was called to order
Mr. Cy Driscoll, Gilbertsville,
Gounod's
sang
nningham
by the President, Mrs. May
spent last week-end with friends
Fredonia PTA To Give
ofve Maria".
following
the
and
at
Morris,
met
The Sew and So Club
Party
and relatives here.
President, Hallowe'en
The church was beautifully
the home of Mrs. William New- ficers were elected:
Mrs. William Farm and daughwill entertain
PTA
Fredonia
2nd
ecorated with green ferns and
Stevens,
Seth
Morris;
Tuesday afternoon, Oct. May
Hallowe'en party at ter, Mary William, of Greenville,
with som,
a
chrysanthemums,
with
Gianina,
.hite
Lillian
nt;
28, for their first meeting of the vice-preside
School building spent Sunday with Mrs. Verda
nd le-lighted tapers on both
2nd vice-president; Nola Guess, Fredonia High
7 o'clock, pro- Ferrell.
at
night
Friday
Morse,
.des of the altar.
Emma
During the business session, 3rd vice-president;
George Smiley, Jr., Chicago,
ceeds to go for benefit of the
Attending the wedding were
officers for the coming year secretary and treasurer; Floris
new
re- visited his mother, Mrs. George
not
are
Attendants
and
relatives
school.
out-of-town
iveral
Mrs. John E. Shuttleworth, reporter.
elected.
may come, mas- Smiley and sister, June, Hoplocal were
numerous
riends and
The entertainment committee quired to, but
Sims, president Mrs. Leon Walkinsville St. last week-end.
hour queraded, PTA leaders said.
iends.
social
the
for
Paul
arranged
Mrs.
had
nt;
vice-preside
t h e lace,
following
Immediately
Mrs.
and
secretary,
Muller,
.edding breakfast given at the
Charles McLin, reporter.
enrietta Hotel, at which memThose present were Mesdames
irs of the family and nurses Woodrow Coots, Sam Jones,
t the hospital attended, the Howard McConnell, Charles Mc'citing couple left for Los AngeLin, Paul M. Muller, Delmar
rs. California, where they will Short, John E. Sims, Gus Wilake their home.
son, Clifton Wood and William
The bride is the daughter of Newsom.
superintenTanner,
Irs. I. B.
ent of the Princeton Hospital.

'ew Maple

Arkansas Preacher
Conducts Revival

Q.

Booklovers Hold
Poetry Session

BOB BENCIIILEy
"The Forgone')
NE NEWS

C.

'anner—Davis

Shower Given
Mrs. Outland

Evitom Club Holds
Year's First Session

lightful Short radii!
M-G-M •
"The Ghost
WORLD NEWS

furry Maids

Bridge Club Meets
With Mrs. Phillips

The Tuesday afternoon Bridge
Merry Maids Club met at
21, at 2:30,
e home of Miss Dorothy Cole- Club met October

Coats Eloquent
of Superior
Quality . . .

styles lend flattery to Tow every
Let bewitchingly youthful
find Vitality's captivating
You'll
winter
step this fall and
superbly tailored
feminine
enchantingly
patterns
new
shades in
autumn
Glorious
... delightfully ,omfortable
7,
etching accents for
fine icathers and fabrics make
/
•
glamourize your fees with new Vitality!
yourev
So

Evelyn Alden—Loma Leed—Rexlay
Also Georgiania's and
Junior Miss Frocks

co,nuiflC!

11001 1..•106111'n

IN ricmccoi
••,.Ph tttt

TRA
OBERT YOU

alter BRENNAN • EMI
Nat PEWITS

PRINCETON'S FINEST DEPARTMENT STORE
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Child labor To Be
Rigidly Checked

Thursda , October
30,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Ky.
Lespedeza Praised
By Lee County Man

4-H Club Members
Carry Water For
Their Fat Calves

He's Father At 82

Remodeling Helps
Save On Clothing

194

H A M!WS WELL
Plialotheraphy Hems
Mineral Vapor
Baths-relief fur rheumatic
stiffgeruic
DAWSON
SPRINGS, Ky

Korean lespedeza again has
To fight rising prices of clothproved a life saver for liveProlonged drouth that made ing, women in t h e Dundee
stock owners in Lee county, acHomemakers' club in Hart counit necessary to carry water, in
cording to County Agent T. H.
ty have a remodeling program.
order that their calves might
One woman remade a man's
Johes. "The largest hay crop
have perfect care, has not de- suit into a woolen dress at a
ever harvested was saved, in
terred Keinucxy 4-H club boys cost of 37 cents. Another woman
most cases without rain. Pastand girls who have entered found enough velvet scraps in
28—Inspec
Frankfort, Oct.
tors ures have held up under severe
stock in the 20th annual fat a rag bag to make a beret, her
of the Department of Industrial drouth conditions
cattle show and sale to be held only expense being 25 cents for
much better
Relations have been directed to
at the Bourbon Stock Yards in a feather and a buckle. Then
where Korean lespedeza was inmake an intensive checkup of
Louisville November 4-7.
one homemaker made a purse
possible violations of the Ken- cluded in the pasture mixture.
M. S. Garside, who supervises from soft drink bottle tops. "It
"Some of the tallest and fintucky Child Labor Law, Corn4-H club beef production, says was lovely, new and different,
miSsioner William C. Burrow an- est lespedeza we have ever seen
the calves have better-than-usual and cost 10 cents for a can of
nounced today. He said com- was produced on the farms of
quality and finish, despite the 'shellac and 25 cents for a zipplaints from all parts of the the Rev. George Botner near
drouth. "Scores of boys and girls per," says Marcey Davis Stewart,
State indicated many persons Idamay and H. H. Hensley near
day after day carried water to county
home demonstration
under 16 years old are now be- Heidelberg. Some of it was 37
their calves, some of them long agent.
inches
high.
The
land
was
employed
treating
without first obdistances,
" said Garside. "Lack
taining employment certificates, ed with two to three tons of
of water and good pasture made
a necessary step under the law. limestone and 200 pounds of 47
It hard for many a club member,
"The Kentucky statutes di- percent superphosphate to the
but hardly a one gave up. This
rect that no person under 14 acre. Mr. Botner has a field of
should be one of the best shows
years of age shall be employed 20 acres, and when asked what
ever held."
Your child should like this tasty
in any capacity, other than in he planned to do with it replied,
Approximately
1,600 calves liquid laxative and you should like
the home or on the farm," Bur- 'Let it fall back on the land. I
are being finished by 4-H club the gentle way it usually wakes up
row explained. "A child between now have more hay than I can
"I'll bet this scares
members for the show and sale. a youngster's lazy intestines when
Pi
the ages of 14 and 16 shall not do anything with'."
gang. But I better
Sixty-five carloads have been given by the simple directions.
have
be employed without an emextra glass of pasteurized
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
entered, in addition to calves
rni
H. L. Gaylord (right), pioneer attorney at Fertile, Minn., beployment certificate which can officials and private citizens have
before I go out, or I'll
from counties having less than contains the same principal ingreneve
only be issued by the local reported to me that boys and came a father at the age of 82 when his 19th
be
dient
which
has
enabled
strong
older
its
enough
to
child, a nine carloads.
carry
brother BLACK-DRAUGHT to give
school superintendent.
girls are being employed in di- pound son, was born to his 41-year-ol
huge pumpkin."
A total of $4,100 in cash, five so many users
d third wife, with the father
ouch satisfying re"The law also stipulates that rect defiance of this law. And
delivereing the child, the couple's eighth. Gaylord
and
other lief for so many years!
has delivered 13 trips to Chicago
no person under 16 shall be from these scattered reports, I
awards will go to 4-H club boys
Perhaps that's why it usually
employed in any factory, mine, can draw the conclusion that of the 14 children born to his second and third wives. AP Telemat
and girls having the best calves. gives a child such refreshing relief
quarry, bowling alley, pool room, there are many more violations
The most outstanding boy, the when the familiar symptoms Indior in the operation of any which have not been brought to
most outstanding girl, and own- cate a laxative is needed.
machinery. (The Federal Child my attention. Consequently, I
ers of the best 4-H Angus, HereSYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
Phone 161
Labor regulations, affecting firms am instructing my inspection
ford, and Shorthorn calves will comes in 2 sizes. The introductory
in inter-state commerce, are force to check this matter careTize
is
25c;
the
St. Louis. — The Cardinals— spondent was on the line.
economy
size
is
50c.
— Try Leader's Classified Ada
' receive free trips to the Namore stringent in certain parti- fully in every city they visit."
whom Frank Fristh was manag"We won! We won!" he tional 4-H Club Congress and
culars than the state law. A boy
Burrow also cited the portion ing then—had
lost a tough ball shrieked with Flatbush frenzy— International Live Stock Exposiis prohibited work in a mine, of the law which says that no
game, and Frisch kept the team and hung up.
iton.
except in the office or in certain person under 16 may be employin the clubhouse until after dark,
Just who "We" were is still Stengel:
duties about the tipple, until ed between the hours of 6 P.M.
ranting about the loss.
unknown.
he has reached 18 years of age.) and 7 A.M., stating that this
"Happy birthday, Sept. 12 or
Perspiration
soaked
sweatMadison, Wis.—Coach Harry 13."
"We have been informed that prevents boys under 16 from
shirts were drying uncomfort- Stuhldreher of
the University
these regulations are being vio- working in restaurants, soda
"It's Sept. 18," she replied CONSECUTIVE No. 0000
ably on athletes who visualised of Wisconsin's
Badgers is the laconically.
lated in many instances School fountains, or theatres at night.
big steaks for dinner as Frisch goat of this
story.
"Well, at that, I came closer
molar
raved on.
NAME OF VOTER
Stuhldreher was waxing a than I did
to the first division,"
Finally, Pepper Martin, the bit sarcastic during
a recent countered Casey.
Cardinal captain, interrupted:
scrimmage session. One play
• • •
Residence
"Say, Frank!"
backfired three successive times
New Orleans.—A boxer on an
"Yeah?" Frisch growled.
and Harry, exasperated, yelled: all-Ne
gro card here showed up
"I was wondering," Martin
"Makris, Makris, where were without
(Perforation)
shoes, and since none
drawled, "I was wondering, you on that
play?"
of the other fighters had shoes
Frank, if I oughta paint my
"Not me, coach, not me," came big
enough to fit him the remidget auto racer red with white the voice of
the junior guard feree was persuaded
to lend his
wheels or
write
with
red Who, at Stuldreher's side all the
shoes.
wheels?"
time, had watched the maneuver
The referee awarded the fight
Frisch laughed wifh the ath- fizzle.
decision to ,the other fellow, but
letes—and sent the team to the
Even Stuhldreher had to the
I want to express my appreciation to the voters of
borrowed-shoe boxer thought
showers.
laugh.
Caldwell county for endorsing my candidacy for
he'd won and voiced his pro• • •
• * •
Jailer in the August election.
test.
Patterson, N. J.—It was on
Boston.—Like even the best
"Dat referee didn't pay no atthe deadline of the last edition of
I am now asking for endorsement in the final election
husbands, Manager Casey tention to
my punches," he comwhen the telephone rang in the Stengel
next Tuesday.
of the Boston Braves plained.
"He was always aPaterson Evening News sports sometimes
forgets
important watchin' his shoes to
I have tried to contact all the voters in the county
see dey
department. A schoolboy corrre- dates. He sent
a telegram to Mrs. wouldn't get
luring my campaign, and if I have failed to solicit
hurt."
-

State Sends Inspectors To Stop
Illegal Practice

When a Child Needs
a Laxative I

PRINCETON
CREAMERY

The Silly Side Of Sports

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT

VOTERS OF
CALDWELL COUNTY:

CITY ELECTION
•

anyone, I am asking for your vote now.
If I am elected, I will try to execute the duties of the
ace of Jailer without fear or partiality.

J. E. CHILDRESS
(Democratic Nominee For Jailer)

Comfort
Convenience
Complete Service
And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
.. Prices will oonform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
!or Reservation

NOW
A NEW INTERSTATE

LOAN OFFICE
106; Market Street

New
Conservative Ticket
For Mayor
DR. W. L. CASH

(Next to Judge McGough)

Princeton, Kentucky
$1000
up to *30000

Up to 18 months to pay
• Signature Loans
If married only husband and wife
sign.

• Auto Loans
Use your automobile to get the
cash you need. If car payments
are too high we may be able to
reduce them as much as one-half.

• Live Stock Loans
A special plan for Farriers. Loans
may be paid monthly or in one
lump payment.

in and we'll combine all your
Dills. Have only one place to pay.

2
Reduce Your Payments

El
El

L. C. LISMAN

For Councilmen
(Vote for Six)

J. H. MORGAN

E

U. CONWAY LACEY

LI

BLACKBURN

J. H. WATSON
DR. C. 0. AKIN
MACK

TAYLOR

A. P. YATES

CHARLES Y.WADLINGTON

TOM HAMMOND

SAM RATLIFF............

JOE B. JONES

WALTER L. VARBLF.,
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Ofter payments may be reduced
as
much as one-half.

• Furniture Loans
Only husband and wife sign. Repayment plan to suit you. Phone,
call at office or write. Your application will receive prompt action.

For Mayor

For Councilmen
(Vote for Six)

HUGH

Centralize Your Debts
Come

The
Peoples Ticket

Lirsda Oct
uisville Hos
Young De
yember 14-

3
Buy Things You Need

Cash advanced for coal, taxes,
clothes and any other need.

niersiale

FINANCE CORP. of KY.
1061
/
2 Market St.
John May, Mgr.

Incorporated

Phone 470
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I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of the Caldwell County c',ourl,
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11
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He Husks And He Dances
isyille Host
young Demos
ffiber 14-15

Women Told How
To Meet Rising
Cost Of Living

fense pamphlets were distributed Better ventilation in laying
by Perry county 4-H club mem- houses seems to have increased
egg production for Grayson
bers.
Carroll county 4-H'ers exhibit.
More Bell county farm fami- county farmers.
C. H. Flannery, Buckhorn, Ky.,
Farm women, and the women ed and sold Si, fat hogs at the lies grew their own food for
home use this year than ever bailed eight tons of alfalfa hay
of America generally, are con- agricultural fair.
More than 15,000 national de- before.
from a three-acre field.

Among The
County Agents

fronted by several things vitally
affecting their "way of life."
Among them may he listed the
following factors:
Food prices (too' foods bought
at stores, are much higher than
they were even a year ago-15
percent or more increase during
111e, Oct. 28—When de.
a two-year period.
from the Young DemoRent on property may be inClugs of Kentucky gather
creased.
vine November 14 and
Credit for installment buying
their fifth bienniel conhas been curtailed.
they will find a full
Clothing costs are up.
program garnished with
Taxes are higher now, and
g round of entertainprobably will go up, not down.
Outstanding speakers have
Money should be saved—detoted to discuss the atspite all these other factors—
State and Nation.
for buying defense bonds and
are Senator Alben
stamps, as a help to national dehey, floor leader in the
fense and a patriotic duty.
States Senate; United
Summing up, home economists
A. B. "Happy" Chandat the Kentucky College of AgGovernor Keen Johnson;
riculture and Home Economics
or. Rodes K. Myers; Joe
say two things stand out clearpresident of Young Demoly: (1) running the household
and
Clubs of America
will take more money, and (2)
of State of Tennessee,
in some cases farm women will
Patricia Firestone, vice
be in position to keep costs
of Young Democratic
Marion Link, 26, Iowa cornhusking champion and national down somewhat.
America.
of
For increased expenses, such
convention will open Fri- runnerup, mixes adgio and acrobatic dancing in his training for
as taxes, etc., more money must
try
another
for
the
the
brawny
right
national
At
title.
cornhusking
the
ming, Nov. 14 with
be kept available. The only area
address. After business farm youth holds aloft his partner, Maxine Stephenson, 20, Ames,
in which women can cut down
Ia.,
dancing
public
appearThey
instructor.
frequent
have
made
in the morning and afis that of buying. In other words
the convention ball will ances recently. These pictures were made as Ames, Ia.
the bulk (or all)
—AP Telemat by producing
Friday night in the Gold
of their food for home-consumpof the Kentucky Hotel.
tion on the farm, the actual
morning will be given
cash outlay may be reduced and
business sessions and in
ihe money used for other things.
• son election of officers
Other than that, women may
next 2 years will cornReports of stock dying after by astute buying cut clothing
'he business end of the
costs or at least keep them at
The increase in milk product- eating sorghum have been ren. Remainder of the
their present total figure. This
Exthe
Agricultural
at
ceived
1 be spent in social ac- ion in Christian county is cited
will involve getting maximum
as an example of what Ken- periment Station at Lexington. service from the clothes on hand,
Young Democratic Club tucky farmers can do in booming One dairy tarmer lost several by prompt repair, drycleaning
cicy, which is the sec- food production in the national cows, the animals dying in two or washing, longer use, etc.
to three hours after they got
t organization of its
It is desirable at this time to
defense program. A report of into a field where suckers on
he United States, holds
avoid debt. With costs high, it
at
the
Milk
Company
Borden
inches
10
to
8
were
cane
the
on of having always
will take longer to get out of
that
it high.
shows
largest State conven- Hopkinsville
debt than it would in a period
more
pounds
1,400,000
bought
was
statement
The following
e}, of the nation's clubs
of relatively low costs. If inhigher
year will be no except- milk in the first three-quarters issued at the Experiment Sta- come is larger
from
State convention is ex- of this year than in the same tion:
prices for farm products, use
"Under certain conditions prus- the money to pay off any existtile in size and number period in 1940. For the first
is with the National nine months of this year, the sic acid, a deadly poison, is pro- ing mortgages or notes or unpaid
increase was 32 percent over duced in sorghum plants and bills.
kld here in August.
of liveclubs all over the a year ago; for the third quarter many cause poisoning
during
Morgan
700
Approximately
holding special meet- the increase was 55 percent, and stock. If sorghum is cut
parti- county families are actively coibrt voting delegates to for September the increase was a drouth after it has been
78 percent, over September, 1940. ally dried while yet standing, it operating in the home defense
The total sales for the Hop- dries very quickly. Under such food production program.
kinsville plant of the Borden conditions a large percentage of
company in 1940 were $67,360, the prussic acid would be reand so far this year the amount tained in the fodder. Therefore,
reached $117,187. According to if sorghum plants are fed they
4-H club boys and County Agent William D. Tal- should be cut before they start
it high honors a best of Christian county, farm- wilting or drying. Too, plants
Dairy Show, held ers are pleased with their in- in
condition,
unhealthy
an
Creomulsion relieves promptly beMemphis, Tenn. I comes from dairying.
whether brought about by mal- cause it goes right to the seat of the
and expel
H club girls from
Mr. Talbert, his assistant, nutrition, insect attack, diseases, trouble to help loosen
laden phlegm, and aid nature
.041.es. Miss Verna Keith S. Venable, and the ex- , drouth or other causes, usually germ
to soothe and heal raw, tender, Inof Oldham coun- tension forces of the College of: contain more prussic acid than flamed bronchial mucous membranes. Ten your druggist to sell you
-n National 4Agriculture and Home Econom- healthy ones. Following the re- a bottle of Creomulsion with the unHer reward w
ics, have taken every opportuni- cent drouth, it is expected that derstanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
ty to advise with and assist living sorphum plants would to have your money back.
ub demonstratio Christian
county farmers to contain a quantity of poison, and
. .,rren county, com take advantage of the price of livestock should be kept away
for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis
.nes Chaney an milk and other dairy products. from such plants."
won the South- Special attention has been given
tampionship. Eac to pastures, to feeding problems,
Series
Do You Know About Beer? . . . No. 2 of a
Aholarship worth and to improving herds, so that What
Warre farmers might make large con'1 from
similar honors a tributions to national defense
,110W.
Both teams and at the same time improve
• by County Agent their financial conditions.

,irkley, Chandler
iii Johnson To
dress Fifth Bien.81 Convention

this scares
I better have
of pasteurized
o out, or I'll ne
enough to carry
kin."

NCETON
AMERY
Phone 161
er's Classified A

ALLO

Reg

ION

Big Increase In
Christian County
Milk Production

Cows Killed By
Eating Sorghum

Youths Win At
al Dairy Show
,

The
pies Ticket
For Mayor

MAN

or Councilmen
(Vote for Six)
'ATSON ...........
AKIN...........
TAYLOR..........

y.WADLINGTON

llortrecht,
• Agt
Insurance
t and Auto
•
Stock Co. Insurance
life and reliable.
•
KY.
Phone 513
Over Penney'a

Relief At Last
For Your Cough

Hopper.
A red ribbon went to Mary

Ray

White Camp and Myra Harris
of Todd county, Kentucky, for
their dairy foods demonstration.
Mary E. Meador, county home
demonstration agent, was their
coach.
The 4-11 team from Graves
county placed eighth in the
dairy cattle judging contest, in
competition with teams from
many other states.

TLIFF.........
L. VARBLE

MEW
Fresh and Sweet
1414h From Sound
Ripe Apples

p Steve

ATTOCK ORCHARO4 KOLTINSKY'S
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EDUCATIONAL BALLOT
CONSECUTIVE

No. 0000

NAME OF VOTER
Residence

Reg. No.

(Perforation)

Democratic Party

Republican Party

For Representative

For Representative

Constitutional

Li Amendment No. 1
0BEN YANDELL
Li
For County Judge
For County Judge
Li
Li
For County Attorney
For County Attorney
GEORGE 0. ELDRED
Li
Li
El
Li
For County Court Clerk
For County Court Clerk
Li Constitutional
PHILIP STEVENS
El RAY BAKER
II
Li Amendment No. 2
L_I
For Sheriff
For Sheriff
DOW MORSE
Li

WILLIAM L. JONES

JOE E. CUMMINS

Are you in favor of amending
the Constitution of Kentucky so
as to provide that the General
Assembly may by general law
HERMAN L. STEPHENS..El distribute not to exceed ten percent (10%) of the school fund
on other than a census pupil
basis?

CHARLES McGOUGH

YES
NO

MITCHELL

Are you in favor of amending
the Constitution of Kentucky
giving to the General Assembly
the authority to prescribe by
general law that counties so desiring, may install voting machines to be used in any and
all elections, provided said ma1 chines are installed at the expense of the county?

CLIFT

For Jailer

For Jailer

Li
Li For Tax Commissioner111
For Tax Commissioner
YES
Li EARL H. HILLYARD
Li NO
For Coroner
For Coroner
ROBERT MORGAN
LI
CREOMULSION
Li
1
No.
District
For
Magistrate,
1
No.
District
For Magistrate,
TOM BARRETT
0
Li
HOW MANY JOBS IN
For Magistrate, District No. 2
Magistrate, District No.
KENTUCKY'S BEER INDUSTRY?
PAUL ROWLAND
LI
state's
this
in
jobs
hold
people
15,000
than
A.: More
Li
legal beer industry!
3
No.
District
Magistrate,
For
For Magistrate, District No. 30
and cents.'
Q.: What does that amount to in dollars
Li
BOONE MARTIN
Li
A.: $10,000,000 every
workers?
Li
Q.: What does this mean to Kentucky's
J. E. CHILDRESS

J. LUTHER SIGLER

S. J. LARKINS

C. W. MARTIN

For

year.

clothing, comfort
A.: Steady jobs, good pay,food and
and security—for about 50,000 Kentuckians.
to protect these benefits?
Q.: What is the beer industry doing
law enforcement
A.: This committee cooperates with
wholesome. We do
officials to keep retail beer outlets
violations by a few unnot and will not tolerate law
desirable beer retailers.
Q.: Is this program getting results?
two years:
A.: Here they are for the past
revoked
licenses
retail
23
7 beer licenses suspended
2 places padlocked forever
refused
2 license applications
from our recommendations to
This record of action resulted
officers.
jaw enforcement
orderly
your beer in law-abiding,
YOU CAN HELP by buying
the law.
break
who
dealers
beer
places, and by boycotting

KENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
DISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE
FRANC E. DAUGHERTY.State

Director

No. 4
For Magistrate, District No. 4 For Magistrate, District
EVERETT GLASS

II

0.

L_I

LI
0
Li

El
No, 5
For Magistrate, District No. 5 For Magistrate, District
J. E THOMPSON

District No. 6
For Magistrate, District No. OS For Magistrate,
THOMAS

BOND

District No. 7
For Magistrate, District No. 7 For Magistrate,

ri
El

CALVIN

OATES

Li

County Court, do hereby certify the above
I, Philip Stevens, Clerk of the Caldwell
in the General Election to be held Tuesday,
used
is a correct facsimile of the ballot to be
November 4, 1941.

1182 Starks Building, Lowisoillo, Ky.

Clerk, Caldwell County.

INDUSTRIAL FOUNDATION
WITH THE UNITED BREWERS
PUBLISHED IN COOPERATION

, Caldwell Court

• • • .41.
, •••.v•

Thursda , October 30, 1941

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, K
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State Can Pay
More Than $5,000
To Some, Ruling

pessionswivaimutimuraimmummaremataros

Lexington, Oct. 28— Judge
Chester D. Adams Tuesday entered an order calling a special
criminal term of Fayette Ciriuit
Court to begin Monday, Dec. 8,
and Close Dec. 31, for the purpose of conducting trials. of
Robert Anderson, Thomas Penney and Raymond Baxter, all of
whom are under indictment for
of Golf
Dr. H. L. Donovan, new presi- murder in the deaths
Star Marion Miley and her
dent of the University of Kent
mother, Mrs. Elsa Ego Miley.
tucky, can draw his $8,500 a
Richyear and Dr. James H.
mond, president of Murray State
College, his $7,500 salary under
(Continued from page One)
a ruling Monday by Judge W.
I. J.
B. Ardery, in Woodford circuit Burchett, Paul Rowland,
Kennedy;
Victor
court. Other persons who per- Miller and
W. C.
form professional services for Petit, A. B. McChesney,
T. Barthe State also are exempt from Bogle, Clyde Dalton, T.
B.
the constitutional limitation of rett, George Davis, John
Stevie
$5,000 a year, Judge Ardery rul- Darnell, Albert Sigler,
Waled in deciding a suit brought by Lamb, Marshall Rodgers,
Larkin, AlHubert Meredith, attorney gen- lace Oliver, Bennett
bert Henry, Roy Stallins, H. W.
eral.
Deen,
The attorney general stated Morse, Asrley Clark, Gus
Ladd,
the case would be taken to the Jim Blackburn, William
Robert Young, Edd J. Egbert, G.
Kentucky Court of Appeals.
McJudge Ardery ruled that Sec- Motier Quisenberry, Floyd
and
tion 246 of the Kentucky Con- Dowell, Chester Cravens
stitution applies the $5,000 limit Fred McChesney.
only to public officers and employes. He added it did not not be obtained for $5,000 a
govern state agencies in paying year.
"Section 246", he continued,
for professional services.
Explaining his ruling, Judge "means exactly what it says—
Ardery declared that "in order that it applies only to public ofto carry out the functions of ficers—and it is just as plain in
government, certain specialized its terms as is the section that
aid is required that cannot be limits the public debt to $500,000 without a vote of the people.
given by any public officer."
"It (Section 246) could not be
He cited the need for designers of bridges and of architects expanded to take in a class of
who drew up plans for the state people who were not public
capitol, who, he added, could officers."

Court Holds Law
Affects Only Pubic Officers And
Employes

Boy Is Sentenced

on

reported missing
This rescue squad tried to help 15 men
Monlay (Oct. 27),
Ky.,
Boone,
Daniel
at
mine
Company
Coal
various expressions
men were found they were dead. Note the
in a hillside in an
squad, using a railroad tie, punched a hole

R. W. Lutrell In Grave
Condition After Fall

No Seeing-Eye Dog
For Blind Charlie

Nelly Don's chain faille
rayon tempered to day-in,
day-out living . . . Notice
Nelly Don's clever trick to
hip
minimize waist and
lines. Also super Romaine
crepes, Gabardine, melan
crepe, Alpaca rayon, wool
jersey . . . In new creations. See our fur coats!

Sula & Eliza Nall

JP' I

Vote This Way
THE

People's Ticket
.41111E%N.

FOR MAYOR:
L. C. LISMAN
FOR COUNCILMAN:
J. H. WATSON
Dr. C. 0. AKIN
MACK TAYLOR

Christian Revival
Ends Sunday Night

The People's Ticket Makes Declaration
To Voters Of City Of Princeton:
precincts to
On November 4th, 1941, you will go to your respective voting
offices, men who
elect a Mayor and City Council. You will want to place in these
ion of the
will give you honest, upright, open, clean and economical administrat
you just this
City's affairs in every department. THE PEOPLES TICKET offers
type of men.
alleys clean as
We favor and will work to that end, to keep your streets and
Ticket will oppose
possible, as we have done in the last twelve months. The Peoples
citizens of Prince
any increase in taxation or burden of any other kind upon the
ton.
times to any citizen
The books of the City have been and will be open at all
of the City.
of Princeton, who wants to inquire as to the financial condition
of the City and
The Peoples Ticket will stress the necessity of the sanitation
... and the upkeep of the City's equipment in every
the purity of the water supply.
department, and to this end we pledge you our earnest efforts.
as W. P. A.
We favor continuing building streets and side walks as long
for, and are willcontinues, and as long as the citizens on various streets, petition
ing to pay for same without cost to the city.
jobs . . nor will we
We pledge you we have made no promises to anyone for
they are fitted, and
make any, but will select men for each job, as we feel sure
to all.
who will discharge their duties with honest efficiency and courtesy
their duties
We favor appointing men on the police force who will discharge
possible to do,
impartially, and will enforce law and order so far as it is humanly
laws to which we
and who will attend strictly to the duties of enforcing these
pledge your our earnest efforts.
of the
If elected, we promise you to discharge our duties for the best interest
to the affairs of
citizens of Princeton, as conditions arise, in all things pertaining
the city, and for the best interest of the City of Prfriceton.
To this end we earnestly solicit your vote.
Respectfully,

CHAS. Y. WADLINGTON
SAM RATLIFF

The People's Ticket Nominees

WALTER L. VARBLE

4,11111.1.^0..

Pasteur Wins 32nd
Convention Trip

Mae Cooper, Bunte Gallo
Frank Young, Jasper
Bucksnort 4, Nellie Cotton,
(Continued from page One)
Galloway, W. H. Claxton,
kins, Mrs. D. W. Satterfield, Trimble; Harmony 1, Merle
Hugh Martin; Princeton 12, Keke ler, George Dunn, H. L
Earl Wood; Harmony 3,
Smith, Tom Hay, Rudolph Lane,
Earl Hammontree, W
Mrs. Gladys Cunningham; Don- Stegar,
Lee Hammontree,
aldson 1, Charlie Brown, Urey Mitchell,
1, Howard Stone J
Stone, Jim Sigler, Mark Van- donia
Myers, W. B. Norman,
hooser; Donaldson 2, Frank Sig- son
Sullivan, Eldon W. W. Glenn; Fredonia 2, •
ler, Howard
Roy Bolster, Henry
East, Randolph McConnell; Don- Wilson,
Ordway; Fr
aldson 3, Edith Hobby, Owen ley, Gwendil
J.
St
Towery, Floyd Hobby and Dewey 3, Homer Beavers, W.
Virgil Tackwell,
Drennan; Donaldson 4, Clay son,
kburn.
Towery, Ray Tayloe, Green Es- B1
•1
kew, Will Sigler; Bucksnort 1,
Willard
Mrs.
and
r.
Oliver,
Mrs. Clyde Clayton, J. 0.
d little daughter, Vivian
R. F. Stallins, Mrs. Ida Word;
spent last w
Bucksnort 2, Mrs. Novella Cart- Paducah,
Moore's mother,
wright, Price Lamb, Chas. Over- with Mr.
Moore, W. Market
by, Ralph Cooper; Bucksnort 3, Berdie
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after an explosion at the Stirling
but it wasn't needed. When the
rescue
of the onlookers as the
effort to bring air to the trapped
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TO MY MANY FRIENDS AND VOTERS OF PRINCETON:
on the
first a ppeal for your
This is my opfersonalandalso
ni
Peoples
Princeton
eoples Ticket in the con.
s
voteTa Mayor
ing General Election, Tuesday, November 4th. I have served
a number of times and have
y our City as Councilman quite
endeavored to do my duty toward all and am willing to let
the people of Princeton judge as to my record as Coma
man and for the past 12 months as your Mayor, stand by
which you may determine my ability to perform the duties
of Mayor.
I believe my long, long experience as Councilman
qualified me to fill this office to the satisfaction of the citizens of Princeton.
To those who do not know me personally, I wish to my
I have been a resident of Princeton 32 years, corning from
your neighboring county of Webster. My life in Princeton
for the 32 years is open to all who may wish to investigate.
The population of Princeton has increased until the office
of Mayor requires much more time and attention than M past
years and as I have no other business or profession, j
can and will devote my entire time as Mayor to the best interests of Princeton as I have always done in the past.
I have worked and contributed of my means (in a small
way) to the betterment of Princeton and its people. On the
People Ticket with me are the following candidates for
Councilmen of your city: J. H. (Jeff) Watson, Dr. C. 0.
Akin, Mack Taylor, Chas. Y. Wadlington, Sam Ratliff, and
Walter L. Varble, who are good business men and well
qualified for the office of Councilmen and personally known
to most of the citizens of Princeton.
Honest and efficient service is my personal and our
collective promises to you. To this end I earnestly solicit
your vote for the Peoples Ticket under the emblem of the
scales.

men.

Chest Leaders In
Breakfast Session
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Mayor L. C. LIsmatti
Makes Appeal to Voters

This Help Was Futile

Special Term Of
Court Called For
Miley Slaying Trial

WE PRI

USE MORE AND BETTER FOO

.Toilet Soap 2 9c LIFE Dog Food 6
DR
Juice tca l.: 19
Nut Cakes ib 21c
Latsup
lb. 12k
Lakes
Ncoa.ns2
Peas
Sal.mon
Cabbage for Kraut, excellent quality,
very reasonable, take advantage and
buy 50 or 100 lbs. 50 lb. bag, 79c;
100 lb. hag $1.50.
Linen or
Cotton

Mops
Mince Meat

ea

large 38
. Homelike oz. jar

19c
17,

Texas Grapefruit, heavy and full of
juice, Marsh seedless—ea. Sc, 6 for 25c

70

0,000 In
pensation Fund
logs To State
nson Questions
.ght Of Federal
s vernment To
ake Ky. Cash
(By Associated Press)
on, Oct. 28—Legal right
government to take over
'5
$36,000,000 unem,t compensation fund was
„ed by Gov. Keen John, a second protest against
the State
to federalize
Governor's letter, written
•eral Social Security Ad• ,tor Paul V. McNutt, was
public today by the Ken.
UnemploymentCompensaCommission. It announced
copies had gone to other
•ors and to many newsn pointed out that after
.eral railroad retirement
took over administration
ployment compensation
.ad workers that the
ky General Assembly's
of $1,077,593 collected
these workers when they
under the general State
benefit law, was invalidy the state Court of Ap-
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Fr
also asked McNutt: open in the face of the Ken- with
unemployment insurance, whic
zing to the state of Ken- '41 a.
right and authority to deka ,
•
an
unemployment Farm,
-lion law, can the fed- Grov,
•.riunent abrogate and
Fr• •
' null and void the Ken- cente
act?"
ins,
dated his belief that "we strong
r a system of govern- the
which the states retain points
powers and the federal Ralph
t exercises specific ure,
" and added:
to .
of the states have bet- Gren
'is than others, but there Grov,,
er yet been enacted by victo
- a law to federalize all
Sha
schools.
was •
•.,tinued on page Six)
jacke •
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NEW
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sandwiche

Blue Jay yellow peeled
PEACHES, water pack • No. 2 can
RED PITTED CHERRIES
No. 2 can, 14c; 2 cans
King Bee Honey Flavored

Syrup
Pecans

22'
New
Georgia Jumbo

lb.
jar L

lb

FRESH AND CURED MEATS
CLUB BEEF STEAK
cut from corn fed beef

Ha
10

lb.

PURE PORK SAUSAGE
best of seasoning

lb. 22c

COUNTRY STYLE BACON
3 lb. piece or more

lb. 1

GENTLE
"ASHING
ACTION

MODEL
AWS-I6

Caste
i
lb.

Fresh Baltimore Oysters, fresh Cocoanuts, Bananas, Oranges. Grapefr
lemons, apples, celery, head lettuce, cranberries, etc. More for your Mono 811
time.

ALL THESE REMARK
Activator Washing
Aefisin
Petnadrivia Mechanism
Permanent Lubrication
WIllte Enamel Finish.
R ust-Resistant
Powrorhol

RED FRONT
CASH az CARRY STORES

PIPTIP

by
Mo
G•E
Sod
Fra
el Small E
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